For over seven decades, Alkar has provided gold-standard bacon processors the world over with the highest quality thermal processing systems. Proven Alkar uniformity is based on precision temperature, color and yield control.

Servo-driven, 4 direction, high-speed bacon press with flexible, extra large chamber. Variable thickness pressing of even the largest bellies. 12 to 14 bellies per minute.

Precision, pre-slicer bacon belly scanning and water jet trimming for increased slicing yields and enhanced line efficiency. Ideal for docking and / or side strapping.

Compact belly feeding system integrates into new or existing bacon slicing lines allowing a single operator to continuously feed up to four high-speed slicing lines. Choice of PLC or pneumatic controls. All stainless.

Vision based, high performance bacon slicing systems for retail and food service applications. Proprietary 4 blade / 4 lane technology is revolutionizing microwave / precook bacon lines throughout the world.

Extended shelf life, high-speed rollstock packaging with leaker rates less than 0.5%. Packaging speeds exceed output of even the fastest slicing lines. Vacuum or modified atmosphere. Compact footprint models available.

Call Mark Douglas +1 530 208-7922 mark.douglas@thurne.com www.thurne.com

Bacon
Small: 1,600-2,500 lbs/hr
Medium: 2,000-3,500 lbs/hr
Large: 3,500-5,000 lbs/hr

CONTACT A MIDDLEBY BACON PROCESSING EXPERT